Podcast Sample Script

Intro

• You’re listening to the Greenview Primary School podcast and this is episode 12. I’m Katie and I’m joined today by Matthew from 4 G and Sarah from 3S.

• Today we’ll talk about an important school announcement, the Grade 3 students will share some interesting space facts and we’ll have our joke of the day.

• First, here’s Matthew with the school announcement

Segment 1

• A reminder that every Wednesday is Nude Food day. That means that you need to make sure your lunch does not have any wrappers that cannot be recycled, so please pack your sandwiches and snacks in reusable containers or bags.

• Our environment officers will present an award to the class with the most Nude Lunches

• Now here is Sally from Grade 3 who will share some space facts with everyone.

Segment 2

This week, grade 3 have been learning about the solar system.

• There are 8 planets in the solar system: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune

• In 2006, scientists changed the definition of “planets” and Pluto was officially renamed as a “dwarf planet”

• Did you know that footprints and tyre tracks left behind by astronauts on the moon will stay there forever as there is no wind to blow them away?

• The sun is a star and it’s surface temperature is around 5700 degrees celcius

• You can find other interesting facts on the NASA kids’ website

Segment 3

Thankyou for those space facts, Sally. Now it’s time for the joke of the day...

Q. What do you call a sleeping bull?

A. A bull-dozer

Outro (ending)

Thanks for listening to the Greenview Primary School podcast. Stay tuned for our next exciting episode!